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The Arthashastra is considered as the classic book on political science and Chanakya Chanakya was well known for his political and social theories. Chanakya was the great preceptor of the Mauryas. He was called great ideal leader who was instrumental in making the
Mauryas the greatest empire of the world. His ideas are valuable because they are based on realistic but pragmatic principles. Political Science and Governance. * He was the adviser in the empire of Bindusara and the Maurya Empire. Like many others. This book is about
Chanakya's life and his theories. He was the foremost counselor of his time and his life is illustrative of the basic themes that shape Chanakya's historical legacy. The Arthashastra offers advice on everything from the kind of leader (political philosopher) and the structure
of the state (government). He was a prudent leader, administrator, and politician and the style of government that he founded was one of the most effective in the world. Chanakya was the founder and foremost political philosopher of the Mauryan Empire. Political Science
and Governance. nd also a close friend of Chandra Gupta Maurya who was instrumental in bringing Chanakya's teachings to the forefront. Chanakya laid down the concepts of the organization and constitution of the empire which helped the empire grow and influence. The
book shows us the meaning of the ideal nation of seven in seven chapters. It also shows how the emperor should be and what should be his main focus. In other words, the book talks about the regime and governance of the emperor.
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Chanakya wrote his book Corporate Chanakya to address problems like bad leadership. People in a monarchy fear to oppose the king. People believe that the king is above the law. This book describes how to build a strong, professional & disciplined team to rule the
country. Corporate Chanakya is a bestseller book written by Chanakya. The book contains certain information about good leadership, effective management, and how to build a strong and disciplined team. Corporate Chanakya helps a leader to become a professional and
proficient leader. The book is praised for providing innovative management techniques and redefining leadership. Corporate Chanakya has several key points that can help a leader. The five-page book gives a detailed look at how Chanakya. This book is a must read for all
executives, leaders, and students of leadership and management. Chankya Niti (The Book Of Rules And Menacing)by Chanakya is an ancient Indian book of politics, economics, and government. It is the first political treatise of India. He wrote his book to help the king deal

with emergency situations. He used techniques like; simple questions, mockery, assertion, mockery, accusation, agitation, and extortion. Corporate Chanakya is written to train modern day people how to deal with an emergency. Chanakya Niti is the most authoritative
political science book on the ancient Indian political system. It was written by Chanakya around 240 BCE and is a compilation of 2500 niti, Aarne -Thompson Classification Group. Chanakya s writing was first attributed to ‘Kautilya’, a fifteenth-century polemicist who

claimed that Chanakya was a historical character but modern writers consider the work to be the work of a fictitious figure, are not sure about his real name. In Chanakya, Niti, meaning the rule of law and justice, was a composition of discipline and morality and is the
most important and ideal guiding force in governmental life. Chanakya niti is the book on politics and holds the best arthashastra. 5ec8ef588b
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